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clusion, that Oswald had acted alone. “The staff’s initial draft
stated that there had been ‘no conspiracy.’ [Gerald] Ford suggested it say that the Commission had found ‘no evidence’ of
a conspiracy. McCloy’s language was finally agreed upon:
‘Because of the difficulty of proving a negative to a certainty
the possibility of others being involved with either Oswald or
Ruby cannot be rejected categorically, but if there is any such
evidence it has been beyond the reach of all investigative
agencies and resources of the United States and has not come
to the attention of this Commission.’ This was lawyers’ language, and it laid ‘the dust’ on all the ‘ugly rumors’ of conspiracy without forcing the Commission to make a categorical
denial, to ‘prove a negative.’ ”15
Thus, the thuggery of Wall Street legal lingo was used
to ensure that the killers of President Kennedy got away,
deepening the pessimism of a shocked nation, and saying
to all other nationalist leaders around the world: You could
be next!

Destroying de Gaulle
During the remainder of the 1960s, McCloy escalated his
attacks on nationalism in Europe and beyond. The postwar
world was coming apart. The global monetary system, which
had been shifting increasingly toward free trade, was beginning to unravel, and France, under the nationalist leadership
of President de Gaulle, was threatening to tear NATO apart.
In 1965, de Gaulle refused to join in the multilateral nuclear
force. He vetoed Great Britain’s entry into the Common Market, and in February 1966, he walked out of NATO. Shortly
thereafter, de Gaulle called for U.S. troops to be removed
from France. Beginning in July 1966, French troops would
no longer serve under the NATO Supreme Commander, in
Germany, or elsewhere. De Gaulle was acting like a republican leader, and McCloy and company would have none of it.
McCloy reacted vitriolically. Having recently resigned as
chairman of the Ford Foundation, McCloy quickly accepted
an appointment as chairman of the board of the Paris-based
Atlantic Institute, which promoted the unity of the Atlantic
Alliance. Within weeks, he and Dean Acheson were named
“special consultants” on the NATO crisis.
McCloy flew to Europe to try and isolate de Gaulle within
the European Community, especally from Germany. For the
moment, McCloy succeeded only in bringing down the Ludwig Erhard government. In the spring, McCloy testified before a Senate subcommittee and “complained of the ‘reinfection of Europe with nationalism’ and ‘discriminatory’
attitudes toward Germany.”16
Meanwhile, a hue and cry arose in the United States to
remove troops from Europe, and this was endorsed by de
Gaulle. But, McCloy refused to bend. He ultimately resorted

to a variety of stop-gap measures to hold together the alliance.
For McCloy, NATO was the core of the postwar world and
could not be abandoned. This commitment even led him to
question U.S. policy in Vietnam, which was at that time a
subject of raging debate.
In a speech in 1968 at a meeting of the “Table Ronde,” an
elite group of some 90 European leaders, businessmen, and
intellectuals, Bird quotes McCloy: “ ‘I am not prepared to
debate the point as to where we should draw the line—certainly not to go into the problem of Vietnam. I have no doubt,
however, that the line should include Western Europe.’ The
crisis in NATO, the withdrawal of France from the military
alliance, the resurgence of ‘hoary’ nationalisms—all these
trends were undermining the West’s ‘sense of community in
all of our international affairs.’ ”17
Whether McCloy orchestrated the overthrow of de Gaulle
in 1968, one can only speculate. He certainly created the climate in which the British-American-Canadian assassination
teams tried repeatedly to kill the French President. McCloy
was certainly out to get de Gaulle in the same way that he was
out to get Kennedy, and this succeeded with the 1968 rioting
that brought down his government. With the assassination of
JFK, the overthrow of de Gaulle, and the death of Adenauer,
many of the obstacles in the way of McCloy’s “vision” had
been removed. Events would now move inexorably to their
conclusion: A unified Europe would proceed toward the
“euro” insanity of today; “globalization” and other free-trade
nostrums would tear apart the world economy and rip nations
to shreds; and various UN “inspection teams” would roam
the planet, enforcing demilitarization and deindustrialization.
The time has come, to rid the world of the wretched heritage
of John J. McCloy.

Supplement I

British aimed for end
of Germany, not Nazism
Only recently has part of the truth come to light, regarding
the reasons why the several attempts failed, on the part of
anti-Nazi resistance fighters inside Germany, to overthrow
Hitler. It was not only for lack of support from circles outside
the country, especially in Great Britain, but due to deliberate,
direct sabotage of such attempts by the British government.
The British acted repeatedly to ensure that no plot to over-

15. Ibid, p. 565.
16. Ibid, p. 588.
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17. Ibid, p. 600.
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throw Hitler or kill him would succeed. This included the
famous plan by Stauffenberg et al. on July 20, 1944.
As documented in The Ghosts of Peace: 1935-1945, a
book by Richard Lamb (Great Britain: Michael Russel, 1987),
there were numerous conspirators, beginning in 1938, who
sought to overthrow Hitler. They were, as Lamb writes, “a
band of well-known and respected Germans, many of whom
worked against Hitler from 1938 until the bomb plot of 20
July 1944. Yet during the war, the British Foreign Office,
Eden and Churchill refused to admit that an organized conspiracy existed, despite much evidence to the contrary
through neutral countries and the knowledge of its existence
before the war” (p. 24). Yet, as the historical record shows,
there were continuing attempts from 1938 through 1944.
John Wheeler-Bennett, who was deputy to Bruce Lockhart, head of the Political Warfare Executive (PWE) of the
Foreign Office, and a close friend of Eden’s, was adamantly
opposed to aiding anti-Hitler Germans. In 1943, WheelerBennett sent a paper from the Washington Office to the Foreign Office, in which he said, “At the conclusion of the war
we are not going to be liked by any Germans, ‘good’ or ‘bad.’
Any friendly feelings will be unnatural and therefore suspect.
. . . We should not place ourselves in the position of bargaining with any Germans, good or bad. . . . This is inherent in the
principle of unconditional surrender” (p. 266).

The Wheeler-Bennett memorandum
On July 25, 1944, five days after the failed attempt by
Stauffenberg, Wheeler-Bennett sent the following incredible
memorandum to Eden and Churchill:
“1. Within the narrow limits of our accurate information
it is possible to make a certain appreciation of the position
resulting from the recent events in Germany, and to deduce
certain future developments from it.
“2. It may now be said with some definiteness that we are
better off with things as they are today than if the plot of July
20th had succeeded and Hitler had been assassinated. In the
event the ‘Old Army’ generals would have taken over and, as
may be deduced from the recent statement from the Vatican
as to the Pope’s readiness to mediate, would have put into
operation through Baron von Weizsäcker a peace move, already prepared, in which Germany would admit herself defeated and would sue for terms other than those of unconditional surrender.
“3. By the failure of the plot we have been spared the
embarrassments, both at home and in the United States, which
might have resulted from such a move and, moreover, the
present purge is presumably removing from the scene numerous individuals which might have caused us difficulty, not
only had the plot succeeded, but also after the defeat of a
Nazi Germany.
“4. If it is true that a number of the more distinguished
generals, together with such civilians as Schacht, Neurath and
Schulenberg, have been eliminated, the Gestapo and the S.S.
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have done us an appreciable service in removing a selection
of those who would undoubtedly have posed as ‘good’ Germans after the war, while preparing for a third World War. It
is to our advantage therefore that the purge should continue,
since the killing of Germans by Germans will save us from
future embarrassments of many kinds” (pp. 296-297) (emphases added).

British betrayal
Just how the Nazis identified those other “good” Germans
is another story. On July 13, 1996, the London Times printed
several letters to the editor, commenting on articles about
Britain’s betrayal of the German resistance. A letter from
one Nicky Bird, reported on a concrete example of British
sabotage of the resistance, which was tantamount to treachery. Bird refers to “the disastrous BBC broadcast on July
22, 1944,” two days after Stauffenberg’s plot had failed, “in
which unarrested conspirators were named.” The broadcast
“was written by Maurice Latey, of the BBC’s German Service, at the request of Hugh Greene, its editor. Greene had
received a tape carrying a long list of names of those believed
to be implicated, from which Latey extracted the most important.” Bird continues: “The tape had been sent by the Political
Warfare Executive, Foreign Office, based at Woburn Abbey,
who were responsible for the policy of broadcasts in German.
Latey wrote, in a private letter in 1988, that ‘neither Hugh nor
I could have supposed that PWE would have supplied us with
a list which would get the conspirators into any trouble.’ But
they did, and PWE must have been aware of the implications
of publishing such a list.”
In July 1998, formerly top-secret files were released in
London, to document how Churchill had given directives to
probe options for an assassination of Hitler by British marksmen, from the summer of 1994, on. The secret plots, reported
on widely in the British press on July 23, 1998, were ludicrous
concoctions, suddenly “revealed,” in order to give the impression that the British had contemplated removing Hitler.
Among the “plots” revealed, were a scheme to poison the
milk Hitler put in his tea; a plan to impregnate his clothing
with anthrax, hidden in a fountain pen, or false teeth, or hollowed-out eye-glasses. It was even mooted, according to the
reports, that Rudolf Hess could be sent back into Germany
under hypnosis, to kill Hitler. More conventional methods
supposedly under consideration, included killing him by
sharp-shooters, or attacking his bullet-proofed Mercedes,
with bazookas.
Needless to say, none of the plans came to anything, for
the simple reason that Churchill and his advisers had determined that keeping Hitler alive, better served their own designs for the war and the postwar period. Major Field-Robertson, who was head of the Special Operations Executive’s
German section, was cited as one who argued against any
assassination attempt. “It would almost certainly canonize
him and give birth to the myth that Germany would have been
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saved if he had lived,” he is quoted as having said. Furthermore, he said, “Hitler has been of the greatest possible assistance to the war effort,” because of his incompetence.
The Times acknowledged on July 23, 1998, that the British
had committed themselves to a policy of unconditional surrender to impose on Germany, and this “ruled out for Churchill not only any prospect of negotiating with Hitler, but also
with any German leaders who might succeed him.”
Marion Countess Doenhoff referred to Churchill’s policy,
in an article which appeared in mid-July 1998 in the weekly
Die Zeit commemorating the failed July 20, 1944 coup attempt. She wrote, that “although Churchill was perfectly informed about the real situation, he declared at the House of
Commons on Aug. 2, the events of July 20 represented nothing but ‘fights of extinction among the notables of the Third
Reich.’
“Apparently, Churchill was interested in breaking the
Germans, and not admitting that they themselves had tried to
liberate themselves. . . . Indeed, he had already declared on
Sept. 3, 1939, the day when the war began: ‘This is an English
war, and its objective is the extinction of Germany.’ ”
It was the extinction of Germany, not the defeat of Nazism, which was the priority of the British. In fact, due to
consistent British sabotage of the German resistance, even
providing information to the Nazis, to liquidate resistance
fighters, and refusal to take action against concentration
camps, the British succeeded in prolonging the war and killing
massive numbers of Germans. There were as many casualties
in the last nine months of the war, that is after the failed
attempt against Hitler by Stauffenberg, as in the entire five
years of war up to that point.
The British bear direct responsibility for the Holocaust,
as well. Not only did they not intervene to bomb rail lines into
concentration camps, once the existence of such camps had
become common knowledge, but they deliberately concealed
information they had about the Holocaust years earlier.
In a report which appeared in the Daily Telegraph, Oct.
15, 1998, “MI6 ‘Concealed Extermination of Jews for a
Year,’ ” and in a London Times piece entitled, “Britain Accused of Hiding Facts on Holocaust,” the role of Churchill
and MI6 are laid bare.
The stories are based on what is documented in a new
book, by American University historian Richard Breitman,
entitled, Official Secrets: What the Nazis Planned, What the
British and Americans Knew, based on his reading of recently
declassified intercepts by British codebreakers during the
Second World War. Breitman reveals that the Churchill government, and Churchill personally, knew about the Holocaust
a year earlier than was thought, and concealed the information
from the Allies. Britain had recognized the Nazi policy of
mass killing of Jews in the East by mid-September 1941, and
by the following January, realized that Hitler was intent on
exterminating European Jewry. Nevertheless, the informa60
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tion from the secret radio intercepts was not passed on to the
United States until 1982 (!), as part of an American investigation of suspected war criminals.
According to Breitman, Churchill’s reputation as “a great
hero” should be challenged, since he should have alerted
Jews in Germany’s satellite states and in neutral countries,
while Roosevelt’s role in the whole story should be more
positively reassessed, as he was kept in the dark by the
British. In a statement Oct. 14, quoted by the Times, Breitman says: “The British did not share these decodes with the
Americans. There was a secrecy reason for not doing so,
but there were also a number of conflicts, and a great deal
of mistrust between London and Washington on Jewish
issues. Anthony Eden [the Foreign Secretary] was a strongly
negative influence. To some extent, the reputation of Roosevelt needs adjustment on this issue, because the British knew
this earlier. I do not see how it follows that Churchill was
a great hero in responding to the Holocaust and Roosevelt
was a great villain.”
Breitman charges that the British “simply hoarded” the
vital information they were accruing, on transport and other
aspects of the infrastructure of the Holocaust. Asked by the
Telegraph how he assessed British conduct in late 1941 and
much of 1942, he said: “I do not use the word ‘atrocious,’
but I believe that Britain, not in a military sense but in a
political and diplomatic sense, could have done more than
it did.”

Supplement II

Churchill’s plans
for World War III
The British press revealed in early October, the contours of a
plan conceived by Winston Churchill, to launch an AngloAmerican war against the Soviet Union, after the war in Europe had been effectively ended. Churchill’s Chiefs of Staff
committee turned down the plan, on military grounds. Excerpts of the plan were published by the Daily Telegraph on
Oct. 1, 1998.
According to the Daily Telegraph report by Ben Fenton,
Churchill feared that after V-E Day on May 8, 1945, the Russians could move westwards and threaten Britain. Churchill’s
view was that an assault against the Soviet Union would be
the only solution, and that it would have to be mounted before
the Americans withdrew the best of their forces for combat
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